PLEASE JOIN US FOR A LITERATURE REVIEW SCOPING MEETING

JANUARY 17, 2018

~ Share your recommendations for a systematic review of the human health literature related to the development of oil and natural gas from unconventional resources across the United States ~

Meet HEI’s new Energy Research Committee and hear about its upcoming work.

Learn about the Committee’s approach to its first task: a systematic review of the human health literature related to unconventional oil and gas development.

Hear recommendations from government, NGOs, industry, and academia.

Add your voice by sharing your recommendations for the systematic review.

Learn how to participate in the Energy Research Program beyond this first meeting.

HOW TO PARTICIPATE

- RSVP by January 12th to Kliziewski@healtheffects.org
- No fee for this meeting but, due to space constraints, attendance is by invitation

WHEN AND WHERE

- Wednesday, January 17, 2018 from 8:30 am to 4:00 pm
- Metro Meeting Centers, 101 Federal Street Boston, MA 02110

A CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST AND BUFFET LUNCH WILL BE PROVIDED

FOR MORE INFORMATION

- Donna Vorhees (617-488-2317; dvorhees@healtheffects.org)

~ The final agenda will be sent to registrants in advance of the meeting ~

The Health Effects Institute (www.healtheffects.org) is an independent, non-profit research institute funded jointly by government and industry to provide credible, high quality science on air pollution and health for air quality decisions. Periodically, HEI also receives funding from foundations for special projects such. HEI sponsors do not participate in the selection, oversight or review of HEI science, and HEI’s reports do not necessarily represent their view.